Pharmacy redefined

FLOW InStore
Rx

FLOWRx Store operates in the pharmacy,
managing patient medication from a
wholesaler or warehouse. It can also connect
to a pharmacy hub and receive bagged
medications to be topped up in store.
FLOWRx Store helps to pack and complete
items from the tote and pick top-up items off
your pharmacy shelves quickly and efficiently.
This solution simplifies and speeds up the
dispensing process, reduces workload, improves
accuracy and helps pharmacists and pharmacy
staff spend more time with patients.

Save money

Free up time

Reduce stock
holding by up to
40% and improve
stock control.

Reduce the amount
of time staff spend
performing manual,
redundant and
administrative
tasks.

Eliminate errors

Drive revenue

Adopt a
continuous, safer
and traceable
automated
workflow.

Spend more time
face-to-face with
patients on clinical
work, services and
improving patient
care.

Our website
www.centredsolutions.co.uk
Our phone
+44 (0) 333 335 5023
Our email
enquiries@centredsolutions.co.uk

Book your demonstration today

www.centredsolutions.co.uk

FLOW InStore
Rx

Connected to a wholesaler or warehouse
Patient specific totes are received directly from your wholesaler
or warehouse filled with loose medication items.
RECEIVE

Receive patient
specific totes
from your
wholesaler or
warehouse.

LIST

Create a pick list
for all the top
up items not
fulfilled by your
wholesaler or
your warehouse.
Also identify
backordered
or out of
stock items to
purchase from
another source.

PICK

Pick directly from
your pharmacy
shelves and
fridges using one
consolidated list.

+

ADD

Combine top
up items with
the patient
totes previously
received from
your wholesaler
or your
warehouse.

FLOWRx InStore enables you to scan, label, and sort
medications directly from the tote into patient specific baskets
with no need to unpack onto shelves. Exceptions that are not
received from the wholesaler or warehouse such as fridge items
or controlled drugs can be added to the tote prior to labelling

LABEL

Remove a pack
from the tote
and scan the
barcode which
will associate it
with your patient
and automatically
print a label to
be applied to the
pack.

SORT

Scan and sort
items into patient
specific baskets
using our LED
guided smart
shelves, or sort
manually into
barcoded baskets
on standard
pharmacy
shelving.

BAG

Once the
patient order is
completed, scan
the basket to
generate a bag
label, then scan
each pack into
the bag. Seal
ready for delivery
to your patient.

or later added to a patient basket before bagging. Once the
order is complete simply scan the basket to print the bag label
and scan each item into the bag to complete the order ready
for dispense.

Connected to a pharmacy hub
Medications received from the hub are delivered to pharmacies
labelled and packed in patient-specific bags.
RECEIVE

Receive
pharmacy
labelled
medications in
patient specific
bags in totes
from your
pharmacy hub.

LIST

Create a single
pick list for
all the top-up
medications not
fulfilled by the
pharmacy hub.

PICK

Pick directly from
your pharmacy
shelves and
fridges using one
consolidated list.

LABEL

Print labels
and apply to
the patient
medication pack.

Between 70-80% of medications for repeat prescriptions are
typically fulfilled by a pharmacy hub. With FlowRx Store the
remaining exceptions can be quickly topped up directly from
local pharmacy shelves or fridges. Once picked, exception items
are scanned, labeled and ready to pack. Exceptions are then
combined with the patient’s other medications received from
the hub to complete the order.

SORT

Scan and sort
items into patient
specific baskets
using our LED
guided smart
shelves, or sort
manually by
scanning baskets.

BAG

Once the
patient order is
completed, scan
the basket to
generate a bag
label, then scan
each pack into
the bag and seal.

+

ADD

Combine top-up
medication with
items provided
by the hub and
dispense to
patient.

Whether you receive your inventory from a single source or a
combination of suppliers and locations, our unique software can
integrate multiple supply sources to complete the patient order.
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